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About Us

Craft India Overseas was formed in 1994 against all odds and if's and but's. We started and started

growing too with the valuable support of our customer’s across the world. Our products have been

praised around the globe for being beautiful creations and heart beating styles. All products are made

by artisans with guidance and ideas depicted from oriental dance world and our respected dancing

friends who insisted us to create new articles, according to the needs of the dancers and enthusiasts

alike. 

Since 1994, We have catered to the growing demand of quality costumes, accessories and jewelry of

oriental dancing with high standards of workmanship and service coupled with experienced artisans

to produce these most magnificent styles, any one of the variety of hand embroidered style can boast

of a minimum of 4 man hours to a maximum of 47 man hours in producing these works of art. 

Also on offer a wide range of tribal products, all these years we have been able to create a list of

satisfied customers world over amongst the tribal and belly dancing community with this range of

genuine tribal wear. The central and western Indian terrain is home to the various tribes and nomads

of India. They have been making their own life with their own culture own beliefs and their very own

style. We employ a few of them to bring out their style and replicate it for the ones who appreciate it. 

Our basic costumes are appreciated every where and so does our...

For more information, please visit
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OTHER PRODUCTS

Tops & Bustier Dress Belts And Veils Costume

Trousers Khaleegy & Kaftans Costumes

P
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :Manufacturer



CONTACT US

Craft India
Contact Person: Wasim Ahmad

301-302, Manjusha Chambers 12, Saini Enclave Commercial Complex 
Delhi - 110092, India
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